
TANK
COMMANDER

A tactical game of tank combat across the battlefields of WWII 



If the tanks succeed, then victory follows.
- Heinz Guderian - “           ”Mythopoeia

By Vincenzo Ferriero



THE GAME
Tank Commander offers a small experience of World War II tank warfare on the table. Inspired by 
games like World of Tanks and War Thunder, Tank Commander sees players command up to 4 tanks 
on the battlefield, out-maneuvering and out-gunning enemy players for victory. 

To play, you will need: 

• This book 
• Five 6-sided dice (5d6), One coin
• Pencils, Paper, Tank Sheets, and Commander Sheets
• Tank cutouts, Measuring Ruler

THE SETTING
Tank Commander is set during World War II. Germany, Italy, and Japan are pushing beyond 
their borders to create a new world order, while the Allies (United States, Great Britain, and Soviet 
Union) unite to challenge their advances. In this new age of mechanization, tanks become an 
invaluable tool of the modern battlefield.   

MARCHES 
Below are the Marches tank regiments played during ceremonies. Play some during Set Up. 

United States 
Great Britain
Soviet Union

Germany
Japan
Italy

HONORING HISTORY
The Second World War was a harrowing time for all those who lived it. Its influence on our own 
history has made this period a popular subject in documentaries, films, and books. This game has 
been designed with the development of tank warfare in mind and is not intended to be a statement 
or a an educational tool of any kind. 

We respect the past and all those who were lost in the conflict. Our hope is that this game may drive 
a renewed interest in players to learn more about WWII. 

The Army Goes Rolling Along
My Boy Willie
March of the Soviet Tankmen

Panzerlied (Tank Song) 
Senyu (Comrade of War) 
Inno dei Carristi (Hymn of the Tank Drivers) 



HOW TO PLAY
A game can be played by 2-8 players, divided evenly between two sides - Allies and Axis. Each 
side brings 4 tanks to the battlefield. If you have less players, allocate the tanks accordingly (ex. if 
playing with 2 players, each can play 4 tanks, competing against each other).  

Follow the Rules of Engagement below to set up and play one game of Tank Commander. 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
Each player is a Tank Commander. Here we will go through the 4 steps of gameplay: SET UP, 
SCOUTING, COMBAT, and VICTORY. 

1. SET UP
In this phase, prepare to play the game. 

A) Divide into two sides and flip a coin. Heads is Allies, Tails is Axis. 
B)  Every Tank Commander must take a Tank Commander Sheet. Sample on Pages 10-11.
C) Fill out your Rank, Name, Nation, Motto. You may pick any nation on your side. 

Note: All new players start at the rank of Sergeant. With every victory, the player rises 
up the rank by 1. The ranks are shown at the bottom of the Tank Commander sheet. Your 
rank is also tracked under EXPERIENCE, more about this later. 

D) Under the TANKS UNDER COMMAND section, write down the tank(s) you command and take 
the appropriate tank sheet and tank cutout. You may pick any of the free TIER I tanks. 

E) Share 16 Gold between the players on your side. Add this in the Gold section. If you like, you 
can use the gold to buy supplies and mark them in the SUPPLIES section of any of the tank sheets.

F) Cut out the Measuring Ruler and fold it to make a strong triangular tube. 

With all Tank Commanders set up and tanks allocated, it’s now time to set up the battlefield and 
setting down the tanks on the battlefield. Do NOT show your tank sheets to the enemy!

2. SCOUTING
In this phase, we prepare the battlefield and set the tanks in the field. 

A) Set the cutout tanks on opposite sides of a table - Allies on one side, Axis on the other.
B) Each player draws an obstacle to add on the table. These can be obstacles that obscure line of 

sight like mountains, buildings, hedges (players cannot shoot through these obstacles), or limit 
movement like lakes, rivers, dragon’s teeth (players must go around). These obstacles should 
not divide the battlefield in two, allowing for areas where tanks can maneuver to get to the other 
side of the battlefield.   

Note: Players can add more obstacles if they have more experience (ex. Captains can 
put down 2 obstacles). If playing with 2 people, you may keep obstacles between games 
and add to them. For larger groups of players, replace obstacles.   

3. COMBAT 
Let the battle begin...

A) Perform an ENCOUNTER CHECK. Both sides roll dice equal to their Tank Commander’s total 
experience. (ex. If 4 players are Sergeants on your side, roll 4 dice). The side with the highest 
total moves first.

B) Each player on the starting side takes a turn to Move and, or, Fire their tank.  

Measuring Ruler - The movement ruler is used to assist in both Moving and Firing 
your tank. Each segment of the ruler is 1 movement. Lay it down in front of the tank to 
measure out how far to move it. All tanks can fire at targets up to the length of the ruler. 

Turning Your Tank - Turning your tank up to 90 degrees in either direction costs 1 
movement.

If you have a turret, moving your gun doesn’t cost any movement. Note that some tanks 
have extra rules noted in dashed boxes.   



C) When firing at an enemy, roll as many dice as FIREPOWER points your tank has and call out 
what section of the enemy tank you are targeting (Front, Back, Turret, or Side). The part you are 
targeting must be in your line of sight. Every 1 HIT dice is 1 CREW lost.

D) If the section has ARMOR, cut the highest dice according to the number of armor points (i.e. if 
a turret has 2 Armor, cut the two highest dice from the roll). 

EXAMPLE OF PLAY 
Gameplay between an American STUART and a Japanese TE-KE.

Stuart: I fire at your Turret! 
(Stuart rolls 2 Dice - 2 Firepower - Gets a 6 and a 4) 
Te-Ke: Cut 1 die for Armor. 
Stuart: My shot (4) bounces off your turret. 

- - - On Te-Ke’s Turn - - -

Te-Ke: I fire at your Front! 
(Te-Ke rolls 2 Dice - 2 Firepower - Gets a 6 and a 6)
Te-Ke: Critical!
Stuart: I lose 2 Crew and permanently lose 1 Movement.

E) Use your Tank Sheet to mark down any changes to your tank. Cross out CREW, MOVEMENT, or 
FIREPOWER as you lose them, or SUPPLIES as they are expended. The top-down view of your 
tank is a great place to jot down notes of hits taken. Sample on Pages 12-13.   

F) Play the game until one side loses all their tanks. The side with tanks still remaining win. 

4. VICTORY
In this phase, players collect GOLD and use it to make purchases for the next battle. 

A) Every winning player can increase their EXPERIENCE by 1. 
B) Use the REWARDS chart on the Tank Commander sheet to collect the appropriate gold for the 

game. 
C) Resupply your tanks, or purchase new ones. 
D) If you wish to play another game, return to the SCOUTING phase and repeat. 

1/76 SCALE MODELS
Although this game has been designed to print and play, using paper as a battlefield and cutout 
tanks as your vehicles, the game may also be played with 1/76 scale model tanks if available. 

We recommend using things around the house to assist in producing your battlefield. Below are 
some things you may use to build your battlefield. Use the measuring ruler and you’re good to go!

Blue Towel
Laying this flat can create bodies of water that inhibit travel. 

Brown Coats and Clothes 
Can be used to create terrain. Mold the clothes to create mountain peaks and other impassable 
terrain. You may create slight folds as hedgerows etc. 

Jacks, Nuts, and Bolts 
Perfect for anti-tank devises, “dragon’s teeth” that inhibit tanks from passing. 

Boxes and Tins 
Useful for establishing buildings, bunkers, etc. Fashion a town for urban warfare. 

1/76 Models 
If you have model buildings, or other pieces, this is a great way to augment the experience.



EXPERIENCE 

COMMANDER SHEET

For each point, you can put an obstacle during scouting phase. You also 
roll as many dice as experience points during encounter checks. 

RANK _________ NAME _____________________________________________

NATION ___________________ MOTTO _____________________________

RANKS BY EXPERIENCE: 1 - Sergeant, 2 - Captain, 3 - Lieutenant Major, 4 - Major, 5 - Commander 

Note down the tank names, details, specific 
crews, etc. 

TANKS UNDER COMMAND
A place to detail your victories and defeats. 
Who you played, where you fought, etc. 

VICTORIES & DEFEATS 

GOLD

TIER I
TIER II
TIER III 
TIER IV
TIER V

FREE
20G
30G 
40G
50G

TANK PURCHASE

FIRE EXTINGUISHER (1) 
Put out 1 fire in your tank on your turn. Do not take fire damage. 
 
SMOKE DISPENSERS (1)
Can create 1 smoke screen around you. The enemy cannot fire at you until your next turn. 

MEDIC BAG (1)
Heal 1 knocked out member of your crew on your turn.  

REPAIR KIT (1)
Repair 1 damaged system on your turn, not suffering a disability on said turn. 

SMOKE SHELLS (3) 
Can create smoke screens wherever you fire the shell. Obscure until your next turn.

ARMOR PIERCING SHELLS (5)
Cancel up to 2 Armor die cuts from an attack roll. 

SANDBAGS
Increase any armor section by 1 point. Lose 1 Movement point. This is not a consumable.

HIGH EXPLOSIVE SHELLS 
Damages 2 crew when you get a critical. This is not a consumable, but an upgrade.  

REWARDS
10G - To each winning player. 
  5G - For player with the first successful hit.
  2G - For each tank a player destroys.  
  1G - For each tank that survives.
  5G - To each losing player.

SUPPLIES

2G

2G

5G

5G

10G

10G

15G

15G

SGT. ROY  GULLIVER

USA NEVER   SURRENDER

M5 A1 - STUART
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FIREPOWER

M5A1 “STUART” TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm Gun M6
ENGINE: Twin Cadillac Series 42
WEIGHT: 15.2 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: American Car And Foundry Co.
DESIGNER: U.S. Army Ordnance Department

No. BUILT: 

22,744

Te-Ke Front Hit
Critical

Ha-Go Back
Bounce

Medic Bag

Called “Honeys” by British tankers due to its smooth ride, the Stuart saw combat in every theatre 
of war. Its speed was noted by its crews, however many didn’t enjoy the cramped fighting spaces 
of the vehicle. Its 37mm cannon was also not the most powerful, with first-hand accounts remarking 
that German Heavy Artillery positions were left unscathed even after over 100 shots were fired from 
a distance of 69 yards. 

Nonetheless, the vehicle proved easy to manufacture due to its size and it saw continued service 
throughout the war, changing roles to reconnaissance and defense screening whenever the need 
arose. 



 “           ”

UNITED STATES

Tanks are new and special weapon-newer 
than, as special, and certainly as valuable 

as the airplane.
- George S. Patton - 



FIREPOWER

M5A1 “STUART” TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm Gun M6
ENGINE: Twin Cadillac Series 42
WEIGHT: 15.2 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: American Car And Foundry Co.
DESIGNER: U.S. Army Ordnance Department

No. BUILT: 

22,744

Called “Honeys” by British tankers due to its smooth ride, the Stuart saw combat in every theatre 
of war. Its speed was noted by its crews, however many didn’t enjoy the cramped fighting spaces 
of the vehicle. Its 37mm cannon was also not the most powerful, with first-hand accounts remarking 
that German Heavy Artillery positions were left unscathed even after over 100 shots were fired from 
a distance of 69 yards. 

Nonetheless, the vehicle proved easy to manufacture due to its size and it saw continued service 
throughout the war, changing roles to reconnaissance and defense screening whenever the need 
arose. 



FIREPOWER

M3 “GRANT” TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing.
Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

37mm

75mm

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm M6 / 75mm M2
ENGINE: Wright R975 EC2
WEIGHT: 27 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: Detroit Tank Arsenal
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

6,258

The M3 has two guns. You 
may fire both on your turn. 
To aim the 75mm, the tank 
must be turned towards the 
target as it’s not in the turret. 

A stop-gap during the war, the Grant was rushed into service due to the need of a tank with a 
greater armor penetration power. The American M2 medium tank had already become obsolete 
with its 37mm cannon, and British forces were having trouble facing the German Panzer III’s and 
IV’s. 

The M4 Sherman was still in development, however. The idea was to put a 75mm cannon into the 
hull, as American designers did not have the designs for a turret that could hold such a caliber. The 
M3 was born. Set in a sponson at the front of the tank, the gun put this tank at the top of the food 
chain at the time of its release. 



FIREPOWER

M4A1 “SHERMAN” TIER III
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 75mm M3
ENGINE: Continental R975-C1
WEIGHT: 30.3 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: American Locomotive Company
DESIGNER: U.S. Army Ordnance Department

No. BUILT: 

49,234

One of the workhorses of the Allied army, only the T-34 could compete with the number of tanks 
produced during the war. The Sherman saw combat in all theaters of war, and was found to be 
reliable, cheap to produce, and fast to mobilize. This was vital as generals wanted the momentum 
to push Germany and Japan off occupied territories. 

The Sherman was easy to fix, with parts generously shipped to the front, and maintenance 
procedures streamlined to make quick work of repairs. The tank was prone to fires, which gave it 
the nickname “Ronson” after a popular brand of lighter. The advertising motto of Ronson was “it 
lights the first time, every-time.” 



FIREPOWER

M4A3 “FIREFLY” TIER IV
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 17-pounder 
ENGINE: Radial Petrol Engine
WEIGHT: 35.3 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: American Locomotive Company
DESIGNER: U.S. Army Ordnance Department

No. BUILT: 

342

The Firefly was a British variant of the M4A3 Sherman. With production of the Cromwell and 
Churchill tanks slowed, a stop-gap was needed to deal with the Pathers and Tigers the British army 
was coming across. Fitting the 17 Pounder provided the firepower necessary to take down the 
German tanks. 

The gun was rotated 90 degrees so that it could be loaded from the side, and the radio placed in 
a box outside the turret to gain the space required for the crew. Fireflies were so feared that they 
would be the first targets chosen by German attackers. For this reason, Firefly crews painted the 
barrel of their tank to disguise it as a regular 75mm Sherman tank. 



FIREPOWER

M26 “PERSHING” TIER V
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 90mm Gun M3
ENGINE: Ford GAF
WEIGHT: 46.2 Tonnes

NATION: United States
MANUFACTURER: Detrait Arsenal Tank Plant
DESIGNER: U.S. Army Ordnance Department

No. BUILT: 

2,202

Due to a prolonged development cycle that saw the tank go through multiple designs, from T20 
to T26 (later re-designated M26), the Pershing saw limited combat during the Second World War, 
fighting primarily in Europe. Meant to be a successor to the M4 Sherman, the Pershing was believed 
to be better than a Tiger I, but just under in performance to a “King” Tiger II. A Pershing crew 
participated in a famous showdown against a Panther in the ruined city of Cologne. 

An up-gunned version was developed, where a longer barrel provided up to 330mm of penetrating 
power. Only one of these “Super Pershings” was shipped to Europe for trials. There, it was discovered 
that crews found it difficult to load the ammunition for this new 90mm gun variant.  



GERMANY

 “           ”What difference does it make for me if 
you have two tanks to my one? You send
them out and let me smash them in detail.

- Erwin Rommel - 



FIREPOWER

PZKW III TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 3.7cm KwK 36
ENGINE: Maybach HL120 TRM
WEIGHT: 23 Tonnes

NATION: Germany
MANUFACTURER: Daimler-Benz
DESIGNER: Daimler-Benz

The Panzer III was one of the earlier designs of the German Army. Multiple iterations were made, 
improving on the initial design. These are listed alphabetically from Ausf. A to Ausf. N. There was 
even a flamethrower version made for the battlefield. 

When Germany invaded the Soviet Union, the Panzer III was the most numerous armored tank of 
the front-lines. It was integral in the fast Blitzkrieg tactics. Meeting the T-34 and KV-1 in combat 
forced the German Army to up-arm the tank and add side-skirts to counter anti-tank rifle fire. After 
the battle of Kursk, the tank was taken off front-line duty and replaced by the Panther. It continued 
to be used for secondary duties and crew training.  

No. BUILT: 

5,774



FIREPOWER

PZKW IV TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 7.5cm KwK 40 L/48
ENGINE: Maybach HL120 TRM
WEIGHT: 25 Tonnes

NATION: Germany
MANUFACTURER: Nibelungenwerk
DESIGNER: Krupp

No. BUILT: 

8,553

The most produced German tank during the war, the Panzer IV was the Reich’s workhorse, seeing 
combat in all German theaters. Initially designed for infantry support, the tank had a larger turret 
ring than the Panzer III, making it easier to up-gun. For this reason, the roles were swapped and the 
Panzer IV was prioritized to fight against T-34 and other Soviet tanks. 

Like the Panzer III, multiple iterations and modifications were made to keep up with Allied 
developments. On the Eastern Front, the Panzer IV remained a core element to every unit, with it 
being used in elite units as newer tanks like the Panther were still facing crippling reliability issues 
when in the field. 



FIREPOWER

STUG III TIER III
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR
Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
L SIDE
R SIDE
BACK

The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 7.5cm StuK 40 L/48
ENGINE: Maybach HL120 TRM V-12
WEIGHT: 23.9 Tonnes

NATION: Germany
MANUFACTURER: MIAG
DESIGNER: Alkett

No. BUILT: 

10,0076

The STUG III has no turret. To 
fire, the tank needs to turn its 
front towards the enemy in 
order to get its gun aligned 
with the target. 

This tank destroyer was the most produced tracked vehicle in all of Germany. Not needing a turret, 
the vehicle was much less demanding to manufacture, both in time and resources. The lack of turret 
made it inadequate for an attack role. However, during the last years of the war, its defensive 
capabilities shined. 

Its low profile made it easy to camouflage and hide its movements. Its height never exceeded the 
height of an average soldier. Laying in wait in hedgerows, it would strike advancing enemies and 
retreat once the damage was done. Divisions using the 1943 model Stug IIIs were able to knock out 
87 enemy tanks to a loss of 8 of their own. 



FIREPOWER

PZKW V “PANTHER” TIER IV
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 7.5cm KwK 42 L/70
ENGINE: Maybach HL230 P30
WEIGHT: 44.8 Tonnes

NATION: Germany
MANUFACTURER: MNH
DESIGNER: MAN AG

No. BUILT: 

6,000

The Panther



FIREPOWER

PZKW VI “TIGER” TIER V
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 8.8cm KwK 36 L/56
ENGINE: Maybach HL230 P45 V-12
WEIGHT: 54 Tonnes

NATION: Germany
MANUFACTURER: Henschel
DESIGNER: Erwin Aders

No. BUILT: 

1,347

Probably the most famous tank of the Second World War, the Tiger tank was the pride and joy of 
the German Army. 



SOVIET UNION

 “           ”For the homeland!
- Written on a T-34/41, 1942 - 



FIREPOWER

T-70 TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 45mm M1932 (20-K)
ENGINE: Two GAZ-202
WEIGHT: 9.2 Tonnes

NATION: Soviet Union
MANUFACTURER: Factory 37
DESIGNER: Nicholas Astrov

No. BUILT: 

8,226



FIREPOWER

ZIS-30 TIER III
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR
Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
L SIDE
R SIDE
BACK

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 57mm ZiS-2 Gun
ENGINE: GAZ-M V-4
WEIGHT: 4 Tonnes

NATION: Soviet Union
MANUFACTURER: Unknown
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

100

The ZIS-30 has no turret. To 
fire, the tank needs to turn its 
front towards the enemy in 
order to get its gun aligned 
with the target. 



FIREPOWER

T-34 TIER III
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 76.2mm F-34 Tank Gun
ENGINE: Model V-2-34 38.8 L V12 Diesel
WEIGHT: 26.5 Tonnes

NATION: Soviet Union
MANUFACTURER: Dzerzhinsky Tractor Factory
DESIGNER: Morozov Design Bureau

No. BUILT: 

35,120



FIREPOWER

KV-1 TIER IV
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 76.2mm M1941 ZiS-5
ENGINE: Model V-2 V12
WEIGHT: 45 Tonnes

NATION: Soviet Union
MANUFACTURER: Kirov Factory
DESIGNER: Zhozef Kotin

No. BUILT: 

5,219



FIREPOWER

KV-2 TIER V
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 152mm M-10T Howitzer
ENGINE: Model V2-K-12
WEIGHT: 52 Tonnes

NATION: Soviet Union
MANUFACTURER: Kirov Factory
DESIGNER: Zh. Kotin

No. BUILT: 

210

The turret of the KV-2 came 
straight from a naval vessel. 
With its ample room, the 
tank could fit up to 6 crew 
members.



GREAT BRITAIN

 “           ”The tank was originally invented to clear
 a way for the infantry in the teeth of 

machine-gun fire. Now it is the infantry who 
will have to clear a way for the tanks.

- Winston Churchill - 



FIREPOWER

A.E.C. ARMORED CAR TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 2 Pounder
ENGINE: AEC 195 Diesel
WEIGHT: 11 Tonnes

NATION: Great Britain
MANUFACTURER: Associated Equipment Company
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

629



FIREPOWER

CRUSADER AA MK1 TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 2 Pounder
ENGINE: Nuffield Liberty Mark II
WEIGHT: 18.8 Tonnes

NATION: Great Britain
MANUFACTURER: Nuffield Mechanizations & Aero
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

5,300



FIREPOWER

VALENTINE TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 6 Pounder
ENGINE: GMC 6004 Diesel
WEIGHT: 16 Tonnes

NATION: Great Britain
MANUFACTURER: Vickers-Armstrongs
DESIGNER: Vickers-Armstrongs

No. BUILT: 

8,275



FIREPOWER

CROMWELL TIER IV
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 75mm
ENGINE: Rolls-Royce Meteor V12
WEIGHT: 28 Tonnes

NATION: Great Britain
MANUFACTURER: Nuffield Mechanization & Aero
DESIGNER: Leyland

No. BUILT: 

4,016



FIREPOWER

CHURCHILL TIER V
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: QF 95mm
ENGINE: Bedford V12
WEIGHT: 39.1 Tonnes

NATION: Great Britain
MANUFACTURER: Vauxhall Motors
DESIGNER: Harland and Wolff

No. BUILT: 

5,640



JAPAN

 “           ”Taku (Expand)
- Nickname of the IJA 1st Tank Division - 



FIREPOWER

TYPE 97 “TE-KE” TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm Type 94
ENGINE: Ikegai 4-Cylinder
WEIGHT: 4.7 Tonnes

NATION: Japan
MANUFACTURER: Unknown
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

616

The Type 97 tankette proved to be a versatile little tank capable of supporting Japan’s island-
hopping campaigns. Its light weight made it easy to transport aboard cargo ships and cross light 
bridges. It proved successful in Malaya and the Philippines where there was limited, to no, armored 
resistance. 

Its maiden test against enemy armor was in the Battle of Nomonhan, where it went against 
Soviet anti-tank guns and BT-5 and BT-7 tanks. In these skirmishes, Japanese tank brigades were 
obliterated. In later instances, they proved no match against the superior American tank designs 
and were relegated to mostly scouting and armored tractor roles.  



FIREPOWER

TYPE 95 “HA-GO” TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm Type 94
ENGINE: Mitsubishi A6120VDe
WEIGHT: 7.4 Tonnes

NATION: Japan
MANUFACTURER: Unknown
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

2,300

With a top speed of 18mph, this light tank was comparable in movement to the M3 Stuart. Yet, its 
armor and firepower was far inferior to its American counterpart, even though it is 5 years younger. 
Nonetheless, this was not a hindrance in the underpowered Pacific theatre where it faced off with 
older generation German, British, and Italian tanks that were fielded by the Chinese. 

When British and American forces set their sights on the Pacific, The Ha-Go was at a disadvantage 
in both design and numbers. Leaving China, the Japanese army abandoned the Ha-Gos stationed 
there. They became part of the fight for succession between the Chinese Republican Army and 
Mao’s Communist forces. 



FIREPOWER

TYPE 97 “CHI-HA” TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: Type 97 47mm Gun
ENGINE: Mitsubishi SA12200VD
WEIGHT: 14.3 Tonnes

NATION: Japan
MANUFACTURER: Unknown
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

1,162

Initially developed with a Type 1 57mm gun, the Chi-Ha was meant for infantry support. The cannon’s 
low velocity proved inadequate against armored vehicles of the time. An urgent need to up-gun led 
to the development of a long-barreled 47mm cannon. Though of smaller caliber, the higher velocity 
proved effective in countering enemy armor. Around 300 of the Type 97s with the 57mm gun were 
converted to the 47mm for this purpose. 

The overall design, though, still proved outdated compared to Western designs. Its riveted design 
and maximum armor thickness of 25mm resulted in high losses when fighting more contemporary 
tanks. 



ITALY

 “           ”Enemy tanks broke through south of 
Ariete Division. Thus, Ariete surrounded, 

located 5 kilometers north-west of Bir-el-Abd. 
Ariete tanks are fighting.

- Last radio message of the 32nd Ariete, El Alamein - 



FIREPOWER

AUTOBLINDO 41 TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

SUPPLIES

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 20mm Breda M35
ENGINE: SPA I6 Petrol
WEIGHT: 7.5 Tonnes

NATION: Italy
MANUFACTURER: Fiat-Ansaldo
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

550

The AB41 saw service in North Africa, Yugoslavia, Italy, Hungary, and the Eastern Front. It was a 
relatively good design for an armored car, with decent armor, and road speeds of up to 70mph. 
The vehicles’ wheels could be converted to travel on railroad tracks, and served as a speedy patrol 
system wherever it was deployed. 

There were, however, notable design flaws that made the vehicle problematic. The engine was 
difficult to access for repairs, even though it was within the fighting compartment. This would fill up 
with smoke if the engine was damaged. The fuel tank of the vehicle was unprotected, and the turret 
could only fit one person.



FIREPOWER

L3/CC TIER I
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR
Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
L SIDE
R SIDE
BACK

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

2x

STATISTICS

GUN: Solothurn 20mm Gun
ENGINE: FIAT-SPA CV3
WEIGHT: 3.2 Tonnes

NATION: Italy
MANUFACTURER: Unknown
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

1,300

The L3 has no turret. To fire, 
turn the tank’s front towards 
the enemy. Due to its small 
gun, the crew can fire twice 
per turn. 

Considered a light tank by the Italian army, the L3 was more comparable to contemporary tankettes 
of the day. By the start of the war, they proved woefully inadequate in armor and armament. The 
CC variant (stands for “contro carro”) had an anti-tank rifle that could penetrate less armored 
vehicles. 

Nevertheless, the vehicle’s small stature made it good for reconnaissance and difficult to accurately 
hit from a distance. There were plans to airdrop these vehicles from a Savoia-Marchetti SM.82 
bomber, with the tankette tucked away underneath a recessed space in its belly, but this never went 
past the experimentation stage.  



FIREPOWER

L6 LIGHT TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 37mm Gun
ENGINE: SPA 180
WEIGHT: 6.8 Tonnes

NATION: Italy
MANUFACTURER: Fiat
DESIGNER: Ansaldo

No. BUILT: 

283

A light tank that was obsolete by the start of the Second World War, the L6 was the main battle tank 
for the Italian army on the Eastern Front. Due to a lack of medium tanks on the front-lines, many L6s 
were utilized in medium tank roles with disastrous results. 

The riveted hull design proved especially problematic as kinetic strikes from enemy attacks would 
knock the rivets lose. These rivets would bounce within the interior of the tank, potentially striking 
those inside. Alternate designs were made where the cannon was replaced with a flamethrower 
that could shoot up to 200 liters of fire at the enemy. These “Lancia Fiamme” variants were effected 
against bunkered down positions.  



FIREPOWER

M14 MEDIUM TIER II
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR Turret

Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
SIDE
BACK
TURRET

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 47mm Cannone da 47/32 AT
ENGINE: SPA 8 TB M41
WEIGHT: 14.5 Tonnes

NATION: Italy
MANUFACTURER: Ansaldo
DESIGNER: Ansaldo

No. BUILT: 

800

The M14 was an improvement to the M13, adopting the chassis of the predecessor but with better 
armor. However, battlefield accounts proved that the vehicle was obsolete for its time. It was 
cramped, unreliable, and prone to catching fire when hit. 

Used in the North Africa Campaign, many were captured by British and Australian troops who used 
them to augment their low numbers. These tanks didn’t last long in Allied tanks, succumbing to their 
poor design durability. The M14 chassis was adopted into the Semovente da 90/53 tank destroyer, 
which saw more successful results on the battlefield. The Fiat M16/43 was another later production 
tank prototype that used the M14 chassis. 



FIREPOWER

SEMOVENTE DA 75/18 TIER III
MOVEMENT CREW

Roll as many dice when firing 
as you have points. 

Move as many squares as you 
have points on your turn. 

Your crew are your health. 
Keep them safe. 

ARMOR
Cut the highest number of 
dice equal to the points in the 
section the enemy fired at.

Front

SideBack

ROLL RESULTS:              CRITICAL,       or       HIT,       or       BOUNCE,        or       MISS.

SUPPLIES

Aside from losing crew, critical hits also temporarily disable key systems. 

FRONT 
L SIDE
R SIDE
BACK

Tracks are hit by shrapnel. Permanently lower MOVEMENT by 1. 
Ammo rack is struck. Tank is on fire! Use an extinguisher, or lose 1 crew per turn. 
The engine takes a hit. Do not move tank on your next turn. 
Gun sight is damaged. Do not fire on your next turn.  

STATISTICS

GUN: 75mm Obice da 75/18
ENGINE: SPA 15 T M41 V8
WEIGHT: 13.1 Tonnes

NATION: Italy
MANUFACTURER: Fiat-Ansaldo
DESIGNER: Unknown

No. BUILT: 

262

The 75/18 has no turret. To 
fire, the tank needs to turn its 
front towards the enemy in 
order to get its gun aligned 
with the target. 

When introduced into the Italian Royal Army, the Semovente tank destroyer was a novel technology, 
with no military doctrine yet devised for its implementation in combat. The tank was deployed in 
Africa and in the defense of Italy and Yugoslavia. 

A captured model was returned to Britain for testing, with the results proving surprisingly positive. 
Its simple design made it easy to use and maintain by a tank crew. Suspension and driveability 
were also good. It did poorly in armor, however, with its armor rating falling below current Allied 
standards. Its riveted design was not ideal. Not much was mentioned of its armament, though Axis 
reports have noted some successes in battle. 



EXPERIENCE 

COMMANDER SHEET

For each point, you can put an obstacle during scouting phase. You also 
roll as many dice as experience points during encounter checks. 

RANK _________ NAME _____________________________________________

NATION ___________________ MOTTO _____________________________

RANKS BY EXPERIENCE: 1 - Sergeant, 2 - Captain, 3 - Lieutenant Major, 4 - Major, 5 - Commander 

Note down the tank names, details, specific 
crews, etc. 

TANKS UNDER COMMAND
A place to detail your victories and defeats. 
Who you played, where you fought, etc. 

VICTORIES & DEFEATS 

GOLD

TIER I
TIER II
TIER III 
TIER IV
TIER V

FREE
20G
30G 
40G
50G

TANK PURCHASE

FIRE EXTINGUISHER (1) 
Put out 1 fire in your tank on your turn. Do not take fire damage. 
 
SMOKE DISPENSERS (1)
Can create 1 smoke screen around you. The enemy cannot fire at you until your next turn. 

MEDIC BAG (1)
Heal 1 knocked out member of your crew on your turn.  

REPAIR KIT (1)
Repair 1 damaged system on your turn, not suffering a disability on said turn. 

SMOKE SHELLS (3) 
Can create smoke screens wherever you fire the shell. Obscure until your next turn.

ARMOR PIERCING SHELLS (5)
Cancel up to 2 Armor die cuts from an attack roll. 

SANDBAGS
Increase any armor section by 1 point. Lose 1 Movement point. This is not a consumable.

HIGH EXPLOSIVE SHELLS 
Damages 2 crew when you get a critical. This is not a consumable, but an upgrade. 

REWARDS
10G - To each winning player. 
  5G - For player with the first successful hit.
  2G - For each tank a player destroys.  
  1G - For each tank that survives.
  5G - To each losing player.

SUPPLIES

2G

2G

5G

5G

10G

10G

15G

15G



CUTOUT TANKS
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Glue this side to form a solid triangular tube. Glue this side to form a solid triangular tube.

MEASURING RULER 
A) Cut out the below ruler
B) Fold along the two lines
C) Glue the marked area and fold in to form a triangular tube
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DRAW YOUR OWN TANKS!
Not all tanks can be found here to cut out. Feel free to use these spaces to 
draw your own versions to use in combat. 
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